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1847 Excerpt: ...Making the two lower and
afterwards the two upper equal, ZTAA
Z+f.F-(29) equations giving the relation
between the theoretic and experimental
altitudes. Cor. 1. If in the former
expression ft be less than / that is, if the
observed temperature diminishes faster
than the theoretic, so is less than A, or the
real altitude is less than that which would
be given from the lower temperature alone.
On the contrary, if/j exceed / or the
temperature decreases slower than it should
by theory, w is greater than A. The same
conclusions follow from the second
equation. Cor. 2. Should we have
computed the altitude by the lower
temperature alone, we may from this
deduce the altitude as given by the higher
temperature, without again going through
the most troublesome part of the process,
especially if we use the tables whose
construction will be given hereafter. For
instance, if y be the altitude as given by
Table 2 for the value of--without any other
correction, it Mi corresponds to a lower
temperature of 52 Fahr.--that at which this
table is constructed. Therefore J--is the
thermometric depression due to v, and
1087 J 500--yg7 wou e e total upper
temperature in Fahr., on the supposition
that 500 was the lower. Consequently, the
altitudes being as these total Fahr.
temperatures,
500--y-f--v-A--y/g
500---Z-1087 the true altitude by the upper
temperature, which needs no farther
correction, except for vapour, latitude, and
variation of gravity. Cor. 3. Since the
temperature at each station must have an
effect, and it is uncertain which ought to
have the preference in the estimation of the
altitude, we shall not probably be far out by
assigning to each an equal influence, or by
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taking an arithmetical mean between the
altitudesdeducedfrom each separately. Now
...
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